LIBRARY LAPTOPS – ACCESSIBILITY FEATURES

CHROMEBOOK LAPTOPS

Software

**Chrome Vox** (screen reading software) – CTRL+ALT+Z (Control and Alt and Z keys)

**Magnifier**
Make things bigger (decrease resolution): Press Ctrl + Shift and +
Make things smaller (increase resolution): Press Ctrl + Shift and -
Reset resolution: Press Ctrl + Shift + 0.

**Zoom**
Zoom in: CTRL and ”+” (Control and plus key)
Zoom out: CTRL and “-“(Control and minus key)

**Contrast** – CTRL-ALT-Brightness up or down keys

Chrome Store Apps

App: **Read&Write** - Program features text to speech, voice dictation, research aides, and highlighting tools.

App: **Voice Recognition** – voice recognition program

Extension: **Speak It: World of Extension** – text to speech program